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2017 July Cisco Official New Released 210-451 Dumps in Lead2pass.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
Lead2pass 210-451 braindumps including the exam questions and the answer, completed by our senior IT lecturers and the Cisco
product experts, include the current newest 210-451 exam questions. Following questions and answers are all new published by
Cisco Official Exam Center: https://www.lead2pass.com/210-451.html QUESTION 65Which of the following options represent
NIST methods of classifying cloud implementations? (Choose all that apply.) A. ProvidersB. Deployment modelsC. OPEX and
CAPEXD. Service modelsAnswer: BD QUESTION 66Which of the following are correct about cloud regions and availability
zones? (Choose all that apply.) A. Regions represent data center installations from a cloud provider that can be used as options for
the consumer resource deployment.B. Availability zones represent data center installations from a cloud provider that can be used
as options for the consumer resource deployment.C. Regions are independent locations within a single data center facility.D.
Availability zones are independent locations within a single data center facility. Answer: AD QUESTION 67What is "cloud
bursting"? A. A cloud deployment exhausts its infrastructure resources.B. An organization can provision public cloud services to
use during periods of stress of its internal IT resources.C. Two public cloud providers work in conjunction to load balance requests
from a consumer.D. A private cloud can transform physical workloads into virtual workloads. Answer: B QUESTION 68Which of
the following statements is false? A. VM high availability enables the restarting of virtual machines that were running on hosts that
failed.B. Live migration is a disaster recovery feature that allows the migration of VMs after a physical server suffers a major
hardware failure.C. Resource load balancing allows automatic host selection when you are creating a virtual machine.D. VM
fault tolerance reserves double the resources a virtual machine requires. Answer: B QUESTION 69Which of the following options
contains only regulatory compliance standards? A. PCI DSS, FISMA, NISTB. HIPAA, PCI DSS, SOXC. IEEE, IETF, ANSI
D. ANSI, FedRAMP, BaselE. SOX, Intercloud, HIPAA Answer: B QUESTION 70Which of the following options represent
devices that can utilize cloud resources? (Choose all that apply.) A. Personal computerB. Mobile phonesC. TabletsD.
Mainframe terminalE. Offline laptop Answer: ABC QUESTION 71Which of the following is not a virtual machine file? A.
Virtual diskB. NVRAMC. Swap memoryD. NFSE. Log Answer: D If you use Lead2pass braindump as your 210-451 exam
prepare material, we guarantee your success in the first attempt. Lead2pass 210-451 dump provides you everything you will need to
take your 210-451 Exam. 210-451 new questions on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDZFcwSnRiSzY1OHM 2017 Cisco 210-451 exam dumps (All 78 Q&As) from
Lead2pass: https://www.lead2pass.com/210-451.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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